Transcription factors control the fate of a cell by regulating the expression of genes and regulatory networks. Recent successes in inducing pluripotency in terminally differentiated cells as well as directing differentiation with natural transcription factors has lent credence to the efforts that aim to direct cell fate with rationally designed transcription factors. Because DNAbinding factors are modular in design, they can be engineered to target specific genomic sequences and perform pre-programmed regulatory functions upon binding. Such precision-tailored factors can serve as molecular tools to reprogramme or differentiate cells in a targeted manner. Using different types of engineered DNA binders, both regulatory transcriptional controls of gene networks, as well as permanent alteration of genomic content, can be implemented to study cell fate decisions. In the present review, we describe the current state of the art in artificial transcription factor design and the exciting prospect of employing artificial DNA-binding factors to manipulate the transcriptional networks as well as epigenetic landscapes that govern cell fate.
INTRODUCTION
The expression of certain TFs (transcription factors) can redirect the dynamics of a cell to dramatically change its fate and function. When Takahashi and Yamanaka [1] reported the ability to reprogramme differentiated somatic cells into iPS (induced pluripotent stem) cells, they reminded us of the determinative power of TFs: the overexpression of TFs alone (Oct4, Sox2, Klf4 and c-Myc) was sufficient to profoundly alter the fate of a cell. TFmediated regulation of cell fate perhaps should not have come as such a surprise because Weintraub and colleagues demonstrated in 1987 that the overexpression of a single TF, MyoD, is sufficient to transdifferentiate fibroblasts to myocytes [2] . Several subsequent studies have identified such key regulatory TFs in specific stages of cellular differentiation [3, 4] . Reprogramming differentiated cells to a pluripotent state, however, has inspired the field to focus on identifying key TFs that alter a cell's phenotype. Since the first report of the Yamanaka factors [1] , other combinations of factors (Oct4, Sox2, Lin28 and Nanog [5] ; Oct4, Sox2 and Esrrb [6] ; Oct4, Sox2, Klf4 and Tbx3 [7] ) as well as small molecules [8] [9] [10] [11] have been used for reprogramming. These reprogramming factors maintain the stem cell phenotype primarily by up-regulating pluripotency and self-renewal genes and down-regulating lineage commitment genes [12] .
TFs have also been applied to stem cells to differentiate them to a desired cell type. During the differentiation process, cell fate becomes progressively restricted as pluripotent stem cells give rise to multipotent progenitors, which in turn give rise to differentiated cells [13] . Of the lineage commitment studies, haemopoiesis has been the best characterized [14] . However, progress in directed differentiation has been timeconsuming and cost-prohibitive because these studies involve testing a host of candidate factors obtained by studying embryonic development or by comparing expression profiles of different cell types [3] . This trial-and-error approach may, in some instances, produce the desired cell type; however, maintenance factors that sustain a given cell type tightly regulate molecular circuits and the chromatin environment to achieve a homoeostatic state. Overcoming this homoeostatic state remains an obstacle for manipulating cell fate efficiently and reliably.
Furthermore, several studies have revealed that the transcriptome and epigenetic landscape between ES (embryonic stem) and iPS cells differ with the latter bearing some memory of its original differentiated state [7, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Investigating the reported epigenetic and transcriptional differences between cells manipulated in vitro to those found in vivo as well as uncovering the detailed transcriptional networks that regulate cell fate will be important for therapeutic purposes in regenerative medicine, disease modelling and autologous cell-based therapies [20] .
ATFs (artificial TFs) and designer enzymes, which function independently of cellular states and signals [21] , are emerging as exciting tools to modify cell fate in the context of stem cells. Although inspired by natural TFs, ATFs can be designed to control transcription in ways that natural TFs cannot: the function, timing, concentration and ability to interact with partner proteins and signals can be engineered to provide a high degree of external Abbreviations: 5-azaC, 5-aza-2 -deoxycytidine; ATF, artificial transcription factor; Cas, CRISPR-associated; CRISPR, clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats; DBD, DNA-binding domain; ED, effector domain; ES, embryonic stem; Exd, extradenticle; HDAC, histone deacetylase; HDR, homology-directed repair; ID, interaction domain; iPS, induced pluripotent stem; KRAB, Krüppel-associated box; LBD, ligand-binding domain; maspin, mammary serine protease inhibitor; NHEJ, non-homologous end-joining; NLS, nuclear localization signal; PAM, protospacer adjacent motif; PNA, peptide nucleic acid; SAHA, suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid; SEAP, secreted embryonic alkaline phosphatase; sgRNA, single-guide RNA; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism; TALE, transcription activator-like effector; TALEN, TALE nuclease; TF, transcription factor; ZF, zinc finger; ZFN, zinc finger nuclease. 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed (email ansari@biochem.wisc.edu). A chromatin-remodelling enzyme fused to a DBD could reorganize the chromatin structure at specific loci where epigenetic control would have important effects in triggering the transcriptional circuitry for a particular phenotype. Genome engineering: attaching a nuclease domain to a DBD would enable genome editing for the purposes of altering transcriptional regulatory elements. In the Figure, reprogramming of fibroblasts to iPS cells is depicted; however, these versatile tools can be applied to a variety of biological contexts. AD, activation domain; RD, repression domain.
control. ATFs can be designed to up-regulate or down-regulate specific genes without relying on partner proteins that may be necessary for natural TFs. Small molecule ATFs, which do not leave a genetic footprint, are an appealing class of transcriptional regulators with a promising potential to serve as therapeutics. For the purposes of down-regulating gene expression, ATFs can be preferable to RNAi, which relies on the RNAi machinery, is restricted from certain tissues and is not effective when the protein has a long half-life [22] . Furthermore, chromatin-remodelling enzymes can be attached to engineered DBDs (DNA-binding domains) to regulate epigenetic modifications in a site-specific manner [23] [24] [25] [26] . In a related approach, genome editing can be performed with designer nucleases followed by homologous recombination to insert or delete genes at specific loci. The present review will first cover the state of the art design principles of DNA-binding proteins and genome-targeting small molecules ('Toolbox and modular design' section). In the 'Applications in controlling gene networks' section, we address the exciting application of these tools through regulatory control or permanent changes to the genome for the purpose of directing cell fate decisions. New ways in which to apply the technologies described in the 'Toolbox and modular design' section will also be covered. By thoughtful application of artificial DNA-binding factors and small molecules, the transcriptional network and epigenetic landscape of cells can be perturbed in a targeted manner to obtain unprecedented insights as well as exquisite control of the regulatory events that govern cell fate.
TOOLBOX AND MODULAR DESIGN
Many eukaryotic proteins, including TFs, are modular in design ( Figure 1A) . TFs typically comprise a DBD, an ID (interaction domain) and an ED (effector domain), each of which can be customized such that the modularly assembled artificial factor targets a specific genomic sequence and functions in a predetermined way.
The DBD can be designed to target genomic sites of particular length and sequence. The human genome is 3 billion bp in size; therefore a 16 bp target would, theoretically, occur uniquely in the genome. However, most eukaryotic TFs target 8-10 bp sites and can bind thousands of sites across the genome. To target specific genes, TFs interpret information embedded in the genome by binding 'combinatorially' with other TFs that are selectively mobilized by different cellular signals [27, 28] . In other words, TFs integrate cellular signals such that specific combinations 'co-operatively' associate with different sites to educe appropriate transcriptional responses [29] [30] [31] .
In addition to transient signal-responsive gene regulation, the balance of different TFs can lead to bistable gene switches that stabilize cellular states and lineage-specific transcriptional circuits [32] . Co-operative assembly between TFs is often achieved through IDs. Mimicking natural design, ATFs can be engineered to interact with natural TFs, thereby integrating artificial molecules into cellular circuits as well as enhancing specificity in targeting relevant genomic loci. Finally, the ED should be chosen such that the engineered factor functions as an activator, repressor or enzyme with a desired catalytic function that enables editing of epigenetic marks on histones and DNA or even editing of genomic content ( Figure 1B ).
DBDs
The DBD plays a major role in targeting genomic loci by making sequence-specific contacts with DNA and even other natural TFs that bind juxtaposed sites. Various binding domains, such as ZFs (zinc fingers) (Box 1), TALEs (transcription activatorlike effectors) (Box 2), as well as non-protein based synthetic molecules (Box 3), have been engineered to create customized factors with desired genome-targeting properties. Until fairly recently, ZFs were widely used for gene regulation and genome editing with nucleases. Customized DNA-binding proteins are now increasingly being constructed with TALEs, which are more amenable to rational design. DNA targeting is even being achieved by RNA-guided CRISPR-Cas proteins (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats-CRISPR-associated) (Box 4, left-hand side), which are known for their ease of design. Over the years, much effort has gone into designing DNAbinding molecules with desired sequence recognition properties. These efforts can be grouped in two classes: those focused on engineering natural DBDs and those focused on small molecule genome readers.
Targeting specific sites in the genome can be achieved by selecting the appropriate DBD. Each DBD shown in the boxes has its own set of advantages and disadvantages. TALEs are tailored for targeting unique sites in the genome and can be rationally designed with minimal off-target effects. However, TALEs are inherently large proteins, so other DBDs may be more suited for delivery into mammalian cells. In addition to the discussed domains, miniature proteins derived from combinatorial protein evolution of homeodomains can be used to satisfy size constraints [33] [34] [35] . Because the nuclease activity of CRISPR-Cas is so efficient, this system may be most useful for permanent genome editing.
Non-protein-based ATFs may be most appropriate when transient gene regulation is desired without use of genetically encoded material. Oligonucleotides, oligonucleotide analogues and polyamides are examples of such synthetic molecules that target specific DNA sites [36] [37] [38] . TFOs (triplex-forming oligonucleotides) and their analogues bind DNA by making Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds in the major groove [39] . PNAs (peptide nucleic acids) are another flavour of oligonucleotide analogues in which a synthetic peptide backbone replaces the sugar phosphate backbone of the nucleic acids [40] . Their stability and resistance to enzymatic degradation in cells have made PNAs attractive DNA-binding modules in designing synthetic ATFs. Of synthetic DBDs, minor groove-binding polyamides have emerged as the most reliable class of molecules that can be rationally designed to target desired DNA sequences [41] . Although polyamides can serve as effective DBDs, there still lies a challenge in delivery to the nucleus. However, conjugation to IPA (isophthalic acid) or incorporation of aryl turns, both of which enhance cellular uptake, may resolve this problem [42, 43] .
The movement towards inducing cell fate conversion entirely with small molecules without leaving a genetic footprint underscores the importance of synthetic ATFs [10, 44, 45] . Moreover, some regions of the genome may not be accessible to protein-based DBDs. Highly chromatinized and silenced regions of the genome can be targeted with synthetic genome readers such as polyamides, which have the ability to bind to chromatinized and methylated repressed regions while maintaining their rationally designed sequence specificity [46, 47] .
Co-operative and combinatorial control through engineered IDs
The ID enables DNA-binding factors to co-operatively assemble with other proteins (TFs or enzymes) at desired binding sites (Figure 2A ). The incorporation of IDs in artificial factors is an obvious means to improve DNA affinity and specificity. Because ATFs are modular by design, each domain can be derived from proteins or small molecules, as demonstrated by conjugating the coiled-coil (i.e. leucine zipper) dimerization region of Gcn4 (residues 251-281) to a hairpin polyamide to generate the first synthetic ATF [113, 130] . Furthermore, fusions of leucine zipper IDs to ZF DBDs produced homodimers (GCN4 pair) and heterodimers (Fos-Jun) [131, 132] . Peptides selected by
Box 1 ZFs
The Cys 2 His 2 ZF motif is the most abundant family of TFs encoded by mammalian genomes, including human genomes, and they target a wide array of genes [48] . Each unit consists of ∼30 amino acids which form two antiparallel β-strands and an α-helix, stabilized via a co-ordinated zinc ion [49] . The ZF peptide sequence is (F/Y)-X-C-X 2-5 -C-X 3 -(F/Y)-X 5 -ψ-X 2 -H-X 3-4 -H, where X is any amino acid and ψ is any hydrophobic residue, and each finger binds the major groove of DNA [49] . By convention, the critical residues that make specific DNA base contacts are referred to as positions − 1, 3 and 6, where − 1 is the residue immediately preceding the α-helix [50] . The crystal structure of Zif268/Egr1, a commonly used scaffold in making ZF-based ATFs and nucleases, also shows that the nucleobase contact occurs between the residue at position 2 on the α-helix and a fourth base on the complementary strand [51] . These critical residues can be changed to target specific ∼3 bp sequences [52, 53] . A catalogue of ZF protein motifs, which target different 3 bp sequences, has been compiled from comprehensive DNA-binding studies [49, 52, [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] , and these ZFs are available commercially (Sigma/Sangamo) and non-commercially (Addgene/Zinc Finger Consortium). The modules that are available target GNN sequences the best; the success in targeting a particular triplet is as follows: GNN>ANN>CNN>TNN [65] . Multiple ZF domains can be linked in tandem by the canonical linker TGEKP to target longer and, therefore, less frequently occurring sequences in the genome [50] . The challenge in creating multi-ZF polydactyl proteins is that adjacent fingers can affect binding specificities in non-obvious ways, making it difficult to accurately predict binding preferences, and designed combinations of modules must therefore be validated by secondary assays such as phage display, one-or two-hybrid assays, or cell-based reporter assays [50, 53, [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] . Longer polydactyl ZF proteins do not necessarily contribute to greater specificity because at any given genomic site, a subset of the fingers could bind shorter off-target sites with nanomolar (10 − 9 M) affinity to increase dwell time and affect regulation at undesired loci [72] . The overall consequence of binding to subsets of triplets with nanomolar affinities remains unknown. For a six-ZF protein to fit optimally in the major groove, a glycine or a flexible glycine-serine-glycine tripeptide is added to the canonical linker between fingers 2 and 3 and the linker between 4 and 5 [73] . This 3 x (two-ZF) assembly binds DNA at picomolar (10 − 12 M) affinities and provides specificity better than other architectures tested thus far [74] . Another approach to target longer sequences has been to engineer an ID for co-operative assembly of three-or four-ZF proteins on 18 or 24 bp sites respectively [75, 76] (PDB code 1A1L).
Box 2 TALE
TALEs are TFs utilized by the plant pathogen species Xanthomonas to alter gene expression of the plant host [77] . TALEs contain a DBD comprising highly conserved ∼34-amino-acid tandem repeats, each of which confers exquisite specificity toward a single DNA base. Crystal structures show that each repeat is made up of two α-helices that pack together into a right-handed superhelical structure around major groove of DNA [78, 79] . Naturally occurring TALEs typically have 15.5, 17.5 or 19.5 repeats, where the last repeat is a half repeat, and within each 34-amino-acid repeat residues 12 and 13 determine DNA base preference [77] . Residue 12 (typically His or Asn) stabilizes the conformation of the RVD (repeat variable di-residue) loop, and residue 13 makes specific contact with a DNA base [78, 79] . Bioinformatic analysis of 113 naturally occurring TALEs followed by experimental validation of RVDs revealed remarkable base preferences: His-Asp targets C; Asn-Gly targets T; Asn-Ile targets A; and Asn-His targets G [77, [80] [81] [82] [83] . Helical folds N-terminal to the repeats specify a T base, so the target sequence typically must begin with a thymine [79] . Even when taking into account the truncations and optimizations of a commonly used TALE, AvrBs3, so that it is adapted for mammalian cells [77, 84, 85] , a 523-amino-acid polypeptide would be needed to target 9 bp as opposed to ∼90 amino acids for a ZF DBD. TALEs are, therefore, inherently larger proteins as base-by-base DNA targeting is achieved by 34-amino-acid modules, whereas a 30-amino-acid ZF module targets a 3 bp stretch. Thus size may be an important property to consider when designing an artificial DNA-binding factor, especially for overcoming the challenges of cellular delivery. A major advantage of TALEs in custom design is that the RVDs seem to function in a contextindependent manner. In other words, neighbouring repeats do not affect each other's base specificities, eliminating the screening process that is still required for ZF proteins [86] . Future systematic studies on off-target effects, minimum number of necessary repeats, backbone architecture and the RVD-base pair recognition code will provide more insight on designing TALEs for mammalian systems (PDB code 3UGM).
phage display [133, 134] , coiled-coiled interactions characterized by protein microarrays [135] , as well as small molecules [136] , can be attached to ATFs to recruit other natural factors or ATFs. Even short rationally designed dipeptides, such as the 'WM' motif used to recruit the Exd (extradenticle) homeodomain, function as IDs ( Figures 2B and 2C ) [99, 114, 137] .
An added layer of temporal and induction level control can be included by using synthetic linkers that enable interactions at physiological temperatures, but are disruptive at higher temperatures [114] . These synthetic temperature-sensitive derivatives can be further elaborated to yield small molecule or secondary metabolite-responsive synthetic IDs. Other classical approaches include fusion of the LBD (ligand-binding domain) of the oestrogen receptor to gene-activating ZF ATFs that could dimerize through the LBD and activate transcription in a 4-hydroxytamoxifen-dependent manner [138] . For designer nucleases, heterodimerization through the FokI endonuclease domain has been used to avoid off-target effects, and catalytic domains have been engineered to facilitate heterodimerization [139] .
The advantage of using an ID is the co-operativity that comes with the assembly of two or more factors to DNA to regulate gene expression. When two ATFs, each of which target a short sequence, dimerize, the complex as a whole targets a larger binding site, and thus has greater affinity and specificity for targeted DNA sites. The longer dwell time on DNA will also
Box 3 Polyamides
Minor groove-binding polyamides are a class of molecules that can be rationally designed to target desired DNA sequences [41] . In Nature, Actinobacteria produce the small molecule antibiotics distamycin and netropsin that bind to AT-rich DNA [87, 88] . These antibiotics bind genomes of competing bacteria and disrupt DNA-templated processes such as transcription and DNA replication [87, 89] . Dervan [90] , Dickerson [91] , Lown [92] and Wemmer [93] elegantly engineered this natural product scaffold to expand the sequence space that can be targeted. Of the many structures tested, three different heterocyclic rings, pyrrole (Py), imidazole (Im) and hydroxypyrrole (Hp), are commonly conjugated via amide bonds to form crescent-shaped molecules that bind DNA in the minor groove. Incorporation of a short alkyl chain (γ -aminobutyric acid) turn allows polyamide strands to form antiparallel hairpins [94] . Different pairs of rings recognize specific base pairs: Py/Im targets C-G; Im/Py targets G-C; Py/Hp targets A-T; Hp/Py targets T-A; and Py/Py targets A-T or T-A [95] . The side-by-side pairing of these rings is enabled by the alkyl turn that folds the polyamide into a hairpin structure [96] . This pre-organization increases the affinity as well as specificity of polyamides for their targeted cognate sites by 100-fold [90, 96] . To accommodate the molecule, the minor groove widens by up to 4 Å, and the opposite major groove contracts in a reciprocal manner [97] . This alteration of DNA shape allosterically inhibits TFs from binding to DNA on the opposite major groove [98] . Although these molecules act as allosteric inhibitors of TF binding, an example of allosteric stabilization has also been reported [99] . Importantly, unlike natural TFs whose binding can be highly affected by the chromatin environment, polyamides can bind repressed regions while still retaining their affinity and specificity towards the targeted sequence. Minor groove-binding polyamides are able to bind methylated DNA because the methyl groups of CpGs protrude into the major groove on the opposite side of where polyamides bind [46] . Biochemical experiments and a crystal structure have shown that polyamides can bind chromatinized DNA in the minor grooves facing outwards with respect to the nucleosome [47, 100, 101] . Moreover, polyamides can traverse the cell membrane and traffic to the nucleus to exert their effects on gene expression [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] . From the induction of striking homoeotic transformations in fruit flies [109] , to the inhibition of tumour growth in mice [110, 111] and the triggering of the pluripotency network in mammalian cells [112] , engineered polyamides can induce remarkable biological outcomes [113, 114] (PDB code 3OMJ).
contribute to increased induction of the target gene (if the ATF is designed with an activation domain) because there is more time to engage the general transcriptional machinery. Furthermore, ATFs can be designed to interact with endogenous proteins expressed in the cell such that the binding partners can contribute to DNAtargeting specificity. Moreover, if the endogenous partners are expressed in specific cell types or mobilized in response to specific signals, the interacting ATFs would function in a celltype-specific and/or signal-responsive manner. Thus thoughtful design and incorporation of IDs can provide ATFs that integrate into the natural regulatory circuitry and provide nuanced control of target genes and their networks.
EDs
The ED determines the output function of the protein upon binding to DNA. An activation domain can be used to recruit the general transcriptional machinery (Figure 3 ). Conversely, a repression domain can bring in machinery to occlude TF binding sites or recruit complexes that make the local chromatin structures more repressive (Figure 4) . Alternatively, an enzymatic domain can be used to make epigenetic modifications at desired sites for an additional layer of control. These catalytic domains can be directed towards making post-translational modifications on
Box 4 Sequence-targeted nucleases
Top left-hand panel: CRISPR-Cas proteins, derived from the adaptive immune system in prokaryotes, have recently become popular tools for genome editing and transcriptional regulation [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] . CRISPR encode Cas proteins, which were originally surmised to bind DNA [120] . Now we know that these proteins target foreign DNA for cleavage, using crRNA (CRISPR RNA) (blue segment) as a guide [121] . Cas9 from the Type II CRISPR-Cas system has been the most amenable for creating breaks within a 20 nucleotide stretch of genomic DNA complementary to crRNA. The maturation of crRNA depends on the tracrRNA (transactivating RNA) (red segment), the RNA molecule that is partially complementary to crRNA and binds Cas9 [116] . Recent work has shown that crRNA and tracrRNA can be fused as one unit called sgRNA [122] . Since RNA, rather than the Cas protein, guides sequence-specific DNA-targeting, preparing the molecular tools for the CRISPR-Cas9 system is much easier than design specifications of ZFs or TALEs for which the protein side chains determine DNA target specificity. Once loaded with sgRNA, Cas9 binds genomic DNA at a site where sgRNA can form base pairs, and this site is juxtaposed to a PAM (yellow segment), a requirement for Cas9 binding [123] [124] [125] . Depending on the species from which Cas9 is derived, the PAM sequence is different, but it is generally defined by two to five nucleotides [115, 116] . Consequently, genomic targets are restricted by the presence of a PAM sequence. Mismatches within the 8-12 bp stretch proximal to the PAM sequence are not tolerated, whereas mismatches more distal to the PAM sequence can be tolerated, making it difficult to control off-target effects in genomes where longer sequences would be required to target unique sites [126, 127] . DNA cleavage occurs through the RuvC-like and HNH-like nuclease domains of Cas9. The D10A and H840A mutations in Cas9 abolish the endonuclease activity of the RuvC-like and HNH-like nuclease domains respectively [122] . Incorporating both mutations results in a programmable sequence-specific DNA-binding factor that lacks nuclease activity. As such, this double mutant functions as a DBD in the design of artificial TFs [115, [117] [118] [119] . Alternatively, sgRNA fused to RNA 'ribo-activator' modules that recruit the transcriptional machinery or even RNA aptamers that recruit TFs can be implemented to regulate transcription [128, 129] . Top right-hand panel: DNA cleavage occurs through dimerization of FokI with ZF or TALE DBDs making specific contacts with either side of the target. Bottom panel: After cleavage, the site can undergo HDR or NHEJ. In HDR, a donor plasmid provides a template to create a knockin or to correct or insert a specific mutation. NHEJ leads to random mutations at the site of cleavage. Cleavage at two sites can generate a knockout of a gene. 
Figure 3 Activation domains
To activate genes, a helical peptide with acidic and hydrophobic residues or a small-molecule mimic bearing amphipathic surfaces can be effective in recruiting general transcriptional factors [27] . The transactivator of the herpes simplex virus, VP16, is one such acidic protein that has been sown to activate transcription across eukaryotes [144] . VP64, a tetrameric repeat of the 11-amino-acid core of the activation region from VP16 (DALDDFDLDML) is a widely used activation domain (AD) in mammalian systems [142] . In contexts where VP64 has not been effective, RelA (p65) has been used to recruit the general transcriptional machinery [145] . RelA, a subunit of the NF-κB (nuclear factor κB) complex, also contains acidic residues interspersed with hydrophobic residues [146] . Pollock et al. [147] created a chimaera of RelA and human HSF1, called S3H, which was discovered to be a stronger activator than RelA by itself. Similarly, eleven repeats of the 5-amino-acid minimal activation region of β-catenin (FDTDL) was shown to be a functional activation domain [143] . The amphipathic nature of activation domains led to the design of an AH (amphipathic helix) that displays a negatively charged face and a hydrophobic face [148] . These same principles were applied to the creation of an RNA-based activation domain as well as the isoxazoladine small molecule activation domains [149, 150] . Other synthetic activation domains include the small molecule ligand of Sur-2, a subunit of the mammalian Mediator complex (Med), which led to the use of wrenchnolol as an activation module [151] . Kodadek and colleagues also identified multiple peptoids that bind to CREB (cAMP-response-element-binding protein)-binding protein and function as activation domains in human cells [152] . Rather than develop molecules that attempt to block co-operative assembly, one can tether small molecules to a DBD in order to harness co-operative assembly to associate natural TFs at specific sites across the genome. An activation domain could be developed from small molecules that recruit the transcriptional machinery, TFs, chromatin-modifying enzymes as well as chromatin readers. For example, this strategy could be used to repurpose ligands that bind nuclear hormone receptors such as 17-β-oestradiol and testosterone, or ligands that target the super-elongation complex such as I-BET151 and JQ1 [153, 154] . By fusing a small molecule to a DBD, the small molecule can recruit its protein target to activate a gene of interest. Moreover, tethering these molecules to specific loci across the genome via an engineered DBD would also reduce the off-target actions of ligands.
histone tails or altering the methylation profile of cytosines in the genome. Furthermore, a nuclease domain can be used as the ED to create a sequence-specific break in DNA for genome-engineering purposes (Box 4). Editing the genome can be a powerful way to create genetic knockins or knockouts important for deciphering how specific genes affect cell fate decisions. Also SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) associated with diseased states can be corrected or created by genome engineering to study the effects of such mutations on the aetiology of various spontaneous or inherited genetic diseases.
The activation and repression domains described in detail are typically used in the modular assembly of ATFs; however, the same domains can be fused to natural TFs to make them more potent. For example, the transactivation domains of MyoD (residues 3-56) and VP16 have each been attached to Oct4 to make it a more robust activator of the pluripotency circuitry, thereby increasing the number of iPS cell colonies produced [140, 141] . VP64 and KRAB (Krüppel-associated box) are the most commonly used activation and repression domains respectively; however, the degree to which these domains can induce or silence transcription depends on the target, and in some instances, another activation or repression domain could be more effective due to the local chromatin structure and co-operative binding of other protein complexes at that site [142, 143] .
APPLICATIONS IN CONTROLLING GENE NETWORKS
Artificial DNA-binding factors can be used in a number of ways to dissect transcriptional networks regulating cell fate decisions or to create cell lines that are more conducive for a particular scientific or clinical purpose. Below, we discuss how ATFs have been used as effective tools to regulate specific genes [119, 158, [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] or to induce specific cellular phenotypes [112, 141, [169] [170] [171] [172] [173] [174] [175] . In the 'Precision-targeted epigenetic modifiers' section, we describe epigenetic modifiers, which can be used to remodel the chromatin structure at specific genomic locations [176] [177] [178] [179] . In the 'Gene regulation through genome editing: sequence-targeted nucleases' section, we cover gene regulation through genome editing. ZFNs (ZF nucleases), TALENs (TALE nucleases) and CRISPR-Cas have been used to knock in genetic elements [180] , knock out specific genes [168] , create specific mutations in isogenic lines [181] [182] [183] , correct mutations in diseased cells [184] and create invaluable 'reporter' cell lines for lineage-specific genes [180, 183, [185] [186] [187] [188] . The potential uses of engineered DNA binders in the context of stem cells have yet to be explored to their full extent. In this section, we discuss strategies that are being implemented and future novel applications that would push the frontiers of stem cell research.
Figure 4 Repressor domains
If the DBD has a high affinity for its binding site, it can function as a competitive inhibitor by occupying potential genomic binding sites of transcriptional activators or interacting with activation domains and preventing them from recruiting the transcriptional machinery. The more effective approach that does not rely on precise placement of competitors at target sites relies on the use of repression modules that recruit repressor complexes or machinery that place transcriptional silencing marks on histone tails. The most widely used repression domain (RD) is the KRAB domain, the 75-amino-acid region at the N-terminus of KOX1 [155] . Extensive investigations of a leukaemia-inducing avian virus led to the finding of v-ErbA as a constitutive repressor [156] . v-ErbA is a variant of the chicken thyroid hormone receptor α, and its mutations render it incapable of activating transcription [157] . Instead, the mutated v-ErbA represses transcription by recruiting HDAC3 and N-CoR-SMRT in human cells [158] . Furthermore, studies of the Mad family of repressor complexes in yeast led to the discovery of the ID of Mad1 (residues 1-36) which functions as a potent repression domain by recruiting co-repressor Sin3A/B [159] . In a screen for factors that bind the Ets2 promoter, Sgouras et al. [160] screened for a novel ETS protein, which came from a family of transcriptional activators. To their surprise, they stumbled upon a transcriptional repressor, ERF (Ets2 repressor factor), which consists of a repressor domain capable of conferring its repressive function to heterologous DBDs [160] . Even plant repression domains such as the one from the Arabidopsis thaliana protein SUPERMAN [161] can function as a repressor in mammalian cells, but, interestingly, they only do so under hypoxic conditions [143] . (KRAB, v-ErbA and MAD1 under PDB codes 1V65, 3N00 and 1S5Q respectively).
ATFs
ATFs, encoded to function as activators or repressors, are versatile tools to study modulation of gene expression in cells [31, 53, 115, 189] . ATFs function independently of cellular signals and are not restricted by the endogenous circuitry [21] . Because ATFs are modular by design, they can be engineered to be more potent than their natural counterparts [140, 141] . Although overexpression of a natural TF may result in redirecting binding partners to alternate binding sites [190, 191] , ATFs that can function independently of limiting cofactors do not have such sequestering effects to indirectly affect the expression of unintended targets. Underscoring the importance of multi-TF assemblage at regulatory elements, the expression of multiple ATFs targeted to clustered gene regulatory elements results in synergistic effects [167, 192] .
Taking into consideration the chromatin state and epigenetic barriers, ATFs designed to target DNase hypersensitive or nucleosome-free regions lead to more successful binding events in the genome [118, 145, 167, 175, 193, 194] . To facilitate ATF access to genomic DNA, a NLS (nuclear localization signal) such as the PKKKRKV sequence from the simian virus 40 large T-antigen can be included [195] . Although most ATFs are designed to function in the nucleus, mitochondrial DNA can be targeted by adding a nuclear export signal and mitochondrial targeting sequence [179, 196] . Targeting mitochondrial DNA offers an interesting opportunity to manipulate metabolic pathways that are important in cell fate conversions [197, 198] .
There are at least two ways in which genes can be regulated by ATFs: a targeted approach and a library-screening approach. The targeted gene regulation involves selection of a specific gene and design of an ATF that specifically binds the relevant promoter or regulatory enhancer elements. The library-screening approach relies on examining many ATFs to identify members that can switch on a lineage-specific gene of interest or induce a certain cellular phenotype. The library-screening approach serves as a versatile genetic screen of the regulatory networks without permanent mutagenesis of specific genes. Each approach has its advantages and disadvantages, which should be considered for desired applications.
Depending on the goals of the experiment, transient, inducible or long-term expression of the ATF may be desirable. For mechanistic studies, retroviral or lentiviral vectors that integrate into the genome may be preferable because they are a more efficient means of delivery for long-term expression, but if patient-derived cells are ultimately going to be used for therapeutic purposes, transgene-free methods such as smallmolecule-based synthetic ATFs or genetically encoded ATFs delivered via transposons, loxP-flanked vectors, episomal vectors, adenoviruses, minicircles and RNA should be considered [199] [200] [201] . For a comparison of delivery methods, see other reviews [11, 20] .
For reliable expression of encoded ATFs, bidirectional promoters are effective for overcoming epigenetic silencing and maintaining stable expression of transgenes because they mimic regions of active chromatin [202] . Often, the constitutively active EF1α (elongation factor-1α) promoter is used as a strong and stable promoter for long-term culture of mammalian cells [203] [204] [205] . Inducible systems that incorporate tetracyclineresponsive promoters [206] or ligand-dependent domains within the protein can add temporal and dosage control to the experiment [75, 138, 207] . Even light-sensitive domains can enable temporal control as demonstrated with cryptochrome 2 protein that is sensitive to blue light and can function as an ID to recruit the ED when exposed to blue light [208] . Delivery method, duration of expression and promoter strength should all be considered when designing ATFs. [145] . The binding sites for endogenous TFs, depicted as blue boxes, can be considered for competitive binding effects. DHS and TF binding site information is available for some cell types on ENCODE or modENCODE. Some DHSs are better for targeting than others, but selection has to be evaluated experimentally. (2) Design a DBD to bind target sequence. The length of the sequence as well as the nucleotide content should be considered. The rules for DBD design are unique for each class. (3) Attach appropriate ID and ED. The ID is an optional component for co-operative assembly with other TFs. The ED is important for providing the ATF with function (activation or repression). An NLS should also be included to ensure uptake into the nucleus. (4) Test ATF's binding specificity and affinity. Specificity and affinity can be tested in vitro by EMSA (electrophoretic mobility shift assay) or more comprehensively by CSI (cognate site identifier) methods and can be inferred in cells by luciferase assay with the target site cloned upstream of luciferase [162] . (5) Use ATF in cells for experiments. The ATF can be expressed in cells by a delivery method of choice to induce changes in cell fate.
Targeted gene regulation
Heterochromatin and methylated DNA are major barriers to directly targeting desired regulatory elements with ATFs. When targeting a specific gene, DNase hypersensitivity-based targeting of accessible chromatin is useful for targeting a specific gene [145, 194, 209] (Figure 5 ). To facilitate access to chromatin, the Blancafort group combined the methyltransferase inhibitor, 5-azaC (5-aza-2 -deoxycytidine), and the HDAC (histone deacetylase) inhibitor, SAHA (suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid), with a six-ZF protein targeting the activation of maspin (mammary serine protease inhibitor), a tumour suppressor gene [210] . When the ATF alone was expressed, there was a 70-fold increase in maspin transcripts compared with the untransduced control. The role of general epigenetic perturbation by 5-azaC and SAHA alone on maspin activation was minimal. In contrast, the addition of the inhibitors in concert with the ATF increased transcripts 600-fold, suggesting that there was a synergistic effect between the ATF and the inhibitors. Whether the co-treatment with nonspecific chromatin-targeting small molecules is entirely necessary remains to be determined.
The discovery that DNA-binding factors are necessary and sufficient to generate low-methylated regions, suggests that the local accumulation of ATFs at a particular locus could result in gene activation even for genes with methylated promoters [211] . Alleles silenced by methylation such as the paternal allele for H19 and the maternal allele for IGF2 (insulin-like growth factor 2) can be activated or repressed with ZF ATFs, demonstrating the potential for ATFs to overcome repressive epigenetic marks and serve as therapeutic agents in diseases caused by such repression [212] .
When perturbing transcriptional networks, the standard approach of overexpressing a protein of interest can have confounding outcomes. Natural TFs typically function in more than one pathway, and overexpression could affect multiple networks unintentionally. The TF could also disrupt the stoichiometric balance of other proteins, compete for a low abundance shared subunit that is used by multiple different complexes, or sequester a binding partner from functioning in other biological contexts [191] . By contrast, ATFs can provide external control by activating or repressing a specific node of a transcriptional network without any cross-talk with other circuits [213] .
For diseases in which the expression of a protein is misregulated, delivering an ATF that alters transcription of the corresponding gene to normal levels may be beneficial for therapeutic purposes. For example, β-thalassaemia and sickle cell anaemia can be treated by up-regulating γ -globin [214] . An ATF that increases γ -globin transcripts may be a more effective strategy to treating the diseases than the overexpression of a natural TF that up-regulates the same gene [194] .
Instead of overexpression, a major advantage of regulation through natural promoters or enhancers of the targeted protein is that spliceoforms can be generated at native stoichiometry. The biological consequence of spliceoform balance was highlighted in a mouse ear angiogenesis model [215] . Overexpressing the splice variant Vegfa 164 resulted in angiogenesis accompanied with spontaneous haemorrhages, but an ATF that targets endogenous Vegfa induced angiogenesis without haemorrhages because the other splice variants, Vegfa 120 and Vegfa 188 , were also produced.
In the context of reprogramming to iPS cells, master regulators of pluripotency have been targeted with ATFs. ZF ATFs targeting Oct4 and Sox2 and a TALE ATF targeting the miR-302/367 cluster have been fused to a KRAB repression domain to demonstrate that the repression of these targets results in loss of proliferative capacity or pluripotency phenotype [168, 169, 216] . Conversely, ZFs and TALEs, targeting the promoters of Oct4, Sox2, Klf4 and c-Myc (referred to as OSKM), have been fused to activation domains (either VP16 or VP64) to increase the expression levels of these pluripotency factors [166, 169, 216] . A TALE-VP64 fusion targeting the enhancer for Oct4 was used to replace Oct4 in the pluripotency cocktail to reprogramme fibroblasts to iPS cells at ∼60 % efficiency compared with the OSKM control [175] .
Homeobox proteins such as Oct4 can transform cells to a cancerous phenotype when overexpressed [217] ; therefore an inducible ATF that targets Oct4 may provide an approach towards reducing the formation of non-iPS cell colonies that proliferate, but do not exhibit the potential to differentiate into the three germ layers. Titrating an inducible ATF targeting Oct4 over different concentrations such that the optimal level of Oct4 is achieved can be a strategy used towards this end. In an alternative strategy for reprogramming, an activation domain was fused to the pluripotency factors to make them more potent for increasing the efficiency of reprogramming [141] . When tested in mouse embryonic fibroblasts, Oct4-VP16, Sox2-VP16 and Nanog-VP16 fusion proteins performed better than their natural counterparts by increasing the efficiency of iPS cell colony formation 100-fold.
In many ways, ATFs designed to target specific genes are more favourable to expressing natural TFs that have the same targets. ATFs can be designed to activate or repress key nodes of a transcriptional network without perturbing multiple genes inadvertently. While ATFs can be designed to interact with endogenous proteins in the cell, they can also be designed to function independently. With ATFs, splice variants of the target gene can be expressed at natural stoichiometries, which can be biologically meaningful in some contexts. When siRNAs do not work or have non-specific effects, ATFs fused to a repression domain may be a viable option. By controlling the ATF under an inducible system, the timing and level of induction or repression of target genes can also be fine-tuned.
Library-screening approaches
Just as genetic screens can be a powerful way to find novel genes associated with a particular phenotype, ATF libraries can serve as a forward genetics approach to uncovering pathways that are related to an interesting biological process. An ATF library can be more versatile than a classical genetic screen because essential genes missed from typical random mutagenesis screens can be captured with an ATF library screen if the level of activation or repression is modulated. An ATF library can be designed to have thousands to millions of different members, each of which targets a different DNA sequence. To date, the ZF modules designed to target GNN, ANN, CNN and TNN sequences are randomized to create polydactyl ZF proteins (depicted is a six-ZF library). Each grey motif represents a module that can target any given triplet. More modules exist for targeting triplets beginning with purines than those beginning with pyrimidines. An ED, such as an AD (activation domain), is used to regulate genes. The library is tested in cells (depicted as fibroblasts or pluripotent cells) by transduction, and hits are selected by screening for a desired phenotype or activation of a lineage-specific gene. ATFs are recovered by sequencing integrated transgenes. Positive ATFs can then be validated for their cell fate-defining effects.
most commonly used DBD for ATF libraries is the ZF motif. More recently, ATF libraries were created with TALEs that target 11 bp sequences [218] . The number of possible genomic targets and the variation among targets depends on how the library is designed. Most libraries have been constructed by linking together three to six single ZF modules that are known to bind DNA with an ED (Figure 6 ). The library is cloned into retroviruses or lentiviruses, which are transduced in a relevant cell type. By screening for a desired phenotype or expression of a lineagespecific gene, researchers can identify cells that have an active ATF. These active ATFs can be validated in cells and for further analysis of their mechanism of action, target genes of these ATFs can be identified by genome-wide methods, namely, ChIP-seq (chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing) and transcriptional profiling (RNA-seq) [219, 220] .
A number of phenotypes and genes have been targeted with ATF libraries ( Table 1 ). ATFs that induce drug resistance [171, 172, 174, 221] , cell differentiation [170] and antibody production [173] have been identified. Cell-surface markers [68] , ICAM-1 (intercellular adhesion molecule-1) [163] , VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) [60] and SEAP (secreted embryonic alkaline phosphatase) [222] have also served as gene targets. The Barbas group implemented an elegant selection strategy to retrieve functional ATFs that induce γ -globin expression. The viral packaging protein, Gag-Pol, was placed under the γ -globin promoter such that only cells expressing ATFs that drive γ -globin production would subsequently generate viral particles [165] . By swapping the ED for a particular function, a number of variant libraries can be created. For directed differentiation studies, ATF libraries can be an effective way to map out transcriptional networks and to find genes that are associated with cell fate. Due to the nature of ZF motifs that have been characterized thus far, targetable sequences tend to be purinerich. New ZF, TALE, CRISPR-Cas and DNA-targeting small molecule libraries, such as a polyamide library, that expand the genome sequence targeting repertoire will provide greater regulatory access of the genome and will yield new insights into circuitries that control cellular fate and function.
Precision-targeted epigenetic modifiers
The global epigenetic profiles of pluripotent stem cells are distinguished from those of differentiated cells in that ES and iPS cells have open euchromatin that is more accessible to TFs, whereas lineage commitment is characterized by densely packed heterochromatin that is less accessible except at cell fate-defining loci [223] . During cell fate conversions, TFs are occluded from their binding sites by histones and repressor complexes [224] . The inaccessibility of regulatory elements to TFs can be overcome by sequence-specific chromatin remodelling enzymes capable of reorganizing the epigenetic landscape at the targeted site to a more permissive state. Enzymes that could be fused to the DBD include epigenetic remodellers that function by modifying DNA or by adding post-translational modifications to histones, such as histone acetyltransferases, HDACs, histone methyltransferases and ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes. Such catalytic domains can be attached to the DBD with flexible or rigid peptide linkers as needed [27, 225, 226] .
To reset chromatin and epigenetic states, cells are often treated with HDAC inhibitors, such as VPA (valproic acid), TSA (trichostatin A) and SAHA [11] . These molecules act broadly and, therefore, have pleiotropic effects that result in cellular toxicity. In contrast, a sequence-targeted strategy that relies on engineered DNA binders guiding delivery of the relevant catalytic module or small molecule promises to be more effective in overcoming epigenetic barriers at desired genomic sites.
Sequence-specific polyamides conjugated to SAHA have been shown to activate Oct4 and Nanog [112] . Expression of targeted genes increased approximately 50-fold in mouse embryonic fibroblasts [112] , and this increase was concomitant with the appearance of H4Kac (acetylation of lysine of histone H3), H3K9ac, H3K14ac and H3K4me3 (trimethylation of Lys4 of histone H3), marks associated with open chromatin [227] . Sequence-specific small molecule inhibitors and enzymes can have potent effects at lower concentrations than typically used without a DBD because conjugation to a DBD can lead to increased local concentrations of the HDAC inhibitor at desired loci rather than broad distribution across the genome.
Along the same lines, DNA methylation can be targeted for demethylation and subsequent transcriptional activation. The DNA methyltransferase inhibitor, 5-azaC, is often used to demethylate regulatory elements; however, its effects are due to dilution of methylated DNA over several rounds of cell division, and the drug is highly toxic to mammalian cells [228] . A tailored approach would be to deliver a fusion protein, consisting of an enzyme that has been implicated in active DNA demethylation [229, 230] and a DBD that could be rationally designed to direct the demethylase to specific sites in the genome. For example, TDG (thymine DNA glycosylase) fused to the DBD of RelA induced modest effects on DNA demethylation and increased transcription at a RelA target site [24] . Similarly, TALEs fused to the catalytic domain of TET1, which oxidizes 5-methylcytosine to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine, has been used to induce site-specific CpG demethylation on KLF4, RHOXF2 (Rhox homeobox family member 2) and HBB (haemoglobin β) [25] .
Conversely, genes that need to be silenced can be downregulated epigenetically by delivering chromatin remodelling agents that condense chromatin. To this end, the histone demethylase, LSD1, was fused to 40 different TALEs to demonstrate that H3K4me2, a marker of active enhancers, could be removed at the target sites for those TALEs [26] . Four of these TALE-LSD1 fusions resulted in modest decreases (1.5-3-fold) of transcript levels of nearby genes. Likewise, a four-ZF protein fused to the catalytic domain of DNMT3a (DNA methyltransferase 3a) was used to selectively methylate a CpG apparent in diseased cells due to a SNP in mitochondrial DNA [179] . Expression of this targeted methyltransferase induced 6-fold greater methylation in cells with the SNP compared with cells with wild-type mitochondrial DNA.
Perhaps the combination of precision-targeted epigenetic modifiers and TFs could have synergistic effects such that the chromatin environment mirrors the active or repressive functions of the TF. Targeted epigenetic modifiers could be used to prime the local chromatin environment, and ATFs could be delivered for direct transcriptional control. The idea that the location of superenhancers, marked by H3K27ac, are cell-type-specific makes epigenetic remodelling in the context of directed differentiation an appealing endeavour [231] . Studies on reorganizing the chromatin landscape would shed light on the biological relevance of epigenetic regulation to prime the cell for transcriptional regulators.
Gene regulation through genome editing: sequence-targeted nucleases
Technology to edit the genome can be added to the toolbox of transcriptional regulation to provide yet another layer of experimental control. For genome editing purposes, the endonuclease domain of FokI is a widely used type IIs restriction enzyme that cleaves DNA in a sequence-independent manner as a dimer (Box 4, right-hand side) [232] . Because dimerization is required for catalytic activity, two DNA-binding proteins, each targeting flanking sequences of the cleavage site, could be fused with the FokI endonuclease domain to induce a double-stranded break in a specified site [139] . Subsequently, the break is repaired by NHEJ (non-homologous end-joining) or HDR (homologydirected repair) (Box 4, bottom panel) [233] . Of the two repair mechanisms, NHEJ occurs more frequently than HDR because HDR only occurs during late S-and G 2 -phases [234] .
Meganucleases, ZFNs, TALENs and CRISPR-Cas9 have opened the doors to editing the genome in myriad ways [116, 139, [235] [236] [237] [238] [239] [240] . To achieve success in editing the genome without off-target effects, a pair of co-operatively binding DBDs should provide enough specificity to target unique sites, and further specificity of cleavage can be ensured by dependence on accurate heterodimerization. Techniques for making obligate heterodimers of FokI have been developed to prevent off-target effects of homodimers [139] . When choosing a target, not only should the sequence length be considered, the target sequence should have as little homology as possible to other sequences in the genome [241] . Upon dimerization, one monomer with high DNA-binding affinity can stabilize its partner with low affinity to a binding site containing mismatches [242] . Thus, if available, two moderate affinity monomers that display a high degree of sequence-specificity should be chosen over strong binders that might still bind to related sites. Since off-target effects are dosedependent, the expression levels of the nucleases should be modulated to minimal levels necessary to induce cleavage [243] . Studies with ZFs as the DBD have shown that using short 4-aminoacid linkers between the DBD and the FokI domain minimizes the promiscuity of the nuclease [225, 244] .
In a comparison of different DBDs, Mussolino et al. [245] demonstrated that a ZFN designed to target CCR5 (CCR is CC chemokine receptor) also cleaved 11 % of CCR2 alleles where there are two mismatches in the binding site, whereas a CCR5-specific TALEN cleaved only 1 % of CCR2 alleles at a site with an equal number of mismatches. TALENs may be much less susceptible to off-target effects; however, thorough studies that measure cleavage at all possible imperfect sites must still be performed to determine the cytotoxic effects.
Off-target effects are higher for CRISPR-Cas9 because specificity is largely determined by eight to 12 nucleotides in the sgRNA (single-guide RNA) [126, 127] , but bioinformatic tools can be used to find targetable sites [127] . Guide RNAs with a very high or very low GC content do not fare well, and purines in the four nucleotides at the 3 end of the spacer sequence, which basepairs adjacent to the PAM (protospacer adjacent motif) sequence, can improve affinity to Cas9 [246] . Additionally, specificity can be improved by using Cas9 proteins that function as nickases guided by two unique sgRNA that target the sense and antisense strands of genomic DNA [129, 247] . In this strategy, base excision repair corrects for an off-target nick in dsDNA, but two closely offset nicks that would result in a double-stranded break are unlikely to randomly co-occur anywhere in the genome except at the chosen locus. To generate transgenic mice more efficiently, Cas9-encoding mRNA can be injected into a zygote along with sgRNA and donor DNA for targeted homologous recombination [180, 183] .
The beauty of site-specific genome engineering by HDR is that a mutation can be inserted or corrected at the natural genomic site [139, 237] . One way to study transcriptional networks that regulate cell fate is to knock out an important node. Removal of the miR-302/367 cluster from the genome of human fibroblasts using TALENs resulted in the inability to generate iPS cell colonies [168] . The reprogramming capacity of knockout cells could be partially rescued through exogenous expression of miR-302/367, demonstrating that this miRNA cluster is necessary for reprogramming into pluripotency.
Also, endogenous loci can be targeted to create reporter cell lines that express fluorescent proteins or append epitope tags to desired proteins [185, 186, 248, 249] . Harnessing the ability to knockin reporter genes at specific loci, Goldberg et al. [248] tagged the histone variant H3.3 with epitope using ZFNs and characterized the localization of this histone variant in ES cells and neural progenitor cells. Interestingly, H3.3 placement changes upon differentiation, and enrichment of H3.3 seen at pluripotency genes in ES cells are not observed in neural progenitor cells.
When inserting a transgene, the AAVS1 locus was demonstrated to be an ideal locus because repressive chromatin marks do not interfere with transgene expression at this locus, and the expression of flanking genes are not enhanced by the insertion of even strong promoters in four human cell types tested [250] .
Although sequence-targeted nucleases have been applied in a number of contexts, we highlight examples of cell fate-engineering. The precision with which we can perform mechanistic studies of gene regulatory elements in cells or animals with isogenic backgrounds opens up an exciting realm of possibilities. Specific binding sites for TFs can be mutated such that they no longer bind to the particular promoter or enhancer element. In this context, the TF's role in regulating a particular gene can be characterized without changing the expression levels of that TF. Regulatory elements can be moved from one genomic locus to another to determine whether sequences within a given genomic region are sufficient to induce changes to chromatin structure. Even SNPs implicated in disease [231] can be inserted into the genome to determine whether they are sufficient to create TF binding hot spots or dead zones. Copy number variations can also be tested in addition to the genomic location of the gene. In addition, the expression of lineage-specific genes can be investigated by knocking in a fluorescent reporter at the genomic site of interest. Genome engineering can allow us to design reductionist experiments within the complex setting of a cell to further our understanding of the transcriptional networks to govern cell fate.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
Artificial DNA-binding molecules are powerful tools that will aid in the exploration of cell fate regulation, chromatin accessibility and transcription network dynamics. Sequence-targeted nucleases have become a promising technology for manipulating genes and gene regulatory elements in an otherwise isogenic background. As we learn more about the off-target effects of ZFs, TALEs, CRISPR-Cas9 and polyamides, it may become useful to design multiple factors, which can heterodimerize and capitalize on the strengths of each type of DBD. More insight on mode of recognition for DNA modifications such as 5-methylcytosine and 5-hydroxymethylcytosine would allow us to understand how epigenetic marks are placed and maintained and why these marks can have such a profound impact on development and cellular function. From a clinical perspective, genome-targeting small molecules hold promise in regulating transcriptional outcomes without leaving a genetic footprint.
In the context of deciphering and guiding cell fate decisions, ATF libraries can be an invaluable tool in mapping out mechanisms underlying cell reprogramming and differentiation. A comparison of pluripotent cell-derived neural progenitor cells, hepatocytes and fibroblasts, with their somatic counterparts revealed that ES or iPS cell-derived cells are more akin to fetal cells than adult cells [251] . In principle, ATFs can be used to alter epigenetic landscapes in a targeted manner or down-regulate genes associated with earlier stages of development so that the cells adopt a more differentiated or mature homoeostatic fate.
Given that differentiating cells into a particular cell type, transplanting them into a patient, and relying on the cells to restore function in a failing organ can be exceedingly challenging [20] , a more straightforward approach may be to design a cell that can serve as an agent for morphogen delivery to coerce cells in the native niche to convert into specific cell types. Garg et al. [252] synthesized eight TALEs that were orthogonal to the human genome; that is, these TALEs could only activate or repress transcription of a synthetically engineered circuit and did not bind genomic DNA. Synthetic circuits that function within a cell to perform various functions can be powerful tools for regenerative therapy. The power and promise of precision-targeted DNAbinding molecules to guide cell fate in a precisely programmed manner is still in its infancy, but they are rapidly being deployed to study a broad range of phenomena across the biological and medical sciences.
